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Germline BRCA1/2 status is a critical biomarker to help you determine treatment eligibility for 
your patients with breast, ovarian, pancreatic or prostate cancer. 

BRACAnalysis CDx is an FDA-approved test to quickly provide accurate germline BRCA1/2 
reports so you can confidently recommend an appropriate PARP inhibitor without delay.

MyChoice CDx and BRACAnalysis CDx are the only commercially available and FDA-approved 
companion diagnostic tests that detect large rearrangements in the BRCA genes, accounting 
for up to 10% of variants in the associated cancer types6,7

Confidently recommend an 
appropriate PARP inhibitor 
with industry leading BRCA 
variant classification

Precise™ Oncology Solutions 
includes two FDA-approved 
tests that can help clarify 
treatment options

Cancer patients  
have a germline 
mutation which 
may benefit from a 
targeted therapy.1 in 10 pancreatic1 1 in 8 breast2 1 in 6 prostate3 1 in 4 ovarian4

HRD -

50% are HRD +

50% are HRD -

25% have Tumor 
BRCA1/2 mutation

10% are Somatic 
mutations

25% are other 
causes of HRD

15% are Germline 
mutations

HRD +

Measure HRD status in patients with ovarian cancer

MyChoice CDx examines ovarian cancer tumors 
using two individual methods (BRCA1/2 mutation 
and genomic instability) to determine a patient’s 
HRD status. 

Studies show that by using these methods, 
MyChoice CDx can identify 34% more tumors  
with HRD than other testing methods that use 
%LOH alone.5
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With focused results, you’ll be able to create action 
from answers

The importance of variant classification

43-63% of gBRCA mutations identified as a VUS at
competing labs can be definitively classified using Myriad’s
variant classification program8

Myriad Genetic Laboratories has over 25 years of experience in variant 
classification and reclassification of BRCA1/2. The resulting analysis and 
interpretation of the variants reduces the VUS rate in genetic test results 
and provides confidence for oncologists when determining the appropriate 
therapy for their patients.

43-63%

It’s simple and convenient to order germline and somatic tests at the same time

Make treatment decisions with confidence knowing that you’re using a lab with proven 
standards and accuracy

An online portal will keep your patient’s results in one location with a simple to read 
summary page that captures both germline and somatic information

Experience Precise Oncology Solutions and turn complexity into clarity.




